**Trusted receive recommendations warmly**

By AMY SCHMIDT
New Editor

Striving to increase both the specific and implicit students, as well as plans set forth by the Colloquy for the Year 2000, student government presented its annual report to the Board of Trustees on Sept. 26. Entitled “Golden is Thy Name,” the report centers on what Student Body President Seth Miller called “pressing student needs,” including increased social and club office space on campus, as well as the construction of a conversation and performing arts center.

The first recommendation of the report addresses Notre Dame’s “commitment to expanding social space of all types for students.” Student government uses the report to suggest the construction of a new social facility on the north or southwest side of campus, giving students the feeling of an off-campus facility with the safety and convenience of being at Notre Dame.

Theresa Haase of the Lily Endowment for the Arts, which began with a $150,000 grant, which began with a $150,000 grant from the Lily Endowment.

The report also suggests a remodeling of the current bookstore into a 24-hour facility with food service, a bowling alley, dance clubs, multipurpose room, and club office space.

The second recommendation calls for the construction of a large convocation space, which, according to the report, would give “student performers and artists better stages, nicer dressing rooms, better-equipped shops, more technologically advanced film studios, and infinitely more refined acoustics.”

Miller said that such a plan must remain a high priority for the University.

“The conversation and arts center would greatly enhance performing opportunities of all kinds,” Miller said. “It would also give us an important community gathering place.”

Miller also said that it is important to note that student government envisions the building as more than an academ-
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**Wanted: Poise and preparedness**

Both executives and students recognize the significance of the interview process.

By MATTHEW LOUGHRAN
Assistant News Editor

In preparing for life outside of college, many seniors face the rather complex and intimidating ordeal of finding a job. The central part of this process is an interview conducted by a campus recruiter.

“Any interview really makes or breaks the employment offer,” said John Smith, operations manager for Arthur Andersen Accounting in Chicago. “It can overcome weaker aspects of an application, such as a looser grade point average.”

Because of its significance, students often find the interview intimidating and even frightening.

“It is a humbling experience,” said Sue Castellani, an MBA student. “To prepare for it, you really have to do a self-assessment and determine what your strengths and weaknesses are in order to be able to answer the questions that they ask you.”

While conducting interviews, companies often look for a person who will continue personally and professionally to the job being offered. The interview gives the company representative a chance to really get to know you, something that they will look for in an interview.

The major components of the interview, which began with a review of multiculturalism at Notre Dame, were added to the staff.

“Working extensively with all constituents of the College, particularly in the area of faculty development, has been key to bringing about a change in campus diversity,” according to Maria Ramirez, director of Multicultural Affairs for the College.

"People from all departments are taking responsibility to support the efforts of the office, working in collaboration," she said. "The creation of an inclusive campus is a responsibility that needs to be shared." A landmark moment in the Office’s history, the College relieved a three-year, $150,000 grant from the Lily Endowment in Indianapolis, entitled "Enriching the Learning Environment: Toward a Multicultural College." In 1993, the major components of the grant, which began with a review of multiculturalism at Saint Mary’s, included: programs to all levels of the College to increase awareness, the establishment of Multicultural Enrichment Award for faculty, incorporation of diversity in classroom curriculum, creating student multicultural council, a minority scholars and artists in residence program, and mentoring and tutoring programs for minority students.

Miller said that such a plan must remain a high priority for the University.

“The conversation and arts center would greatly enhance performing opportunities of all kinds,” Miller said. “It would also give us an important community gathering place.”

Miller also said that it is important to note that student government envisions the building as more than an academ-
Free the scoops!

An insidious plot has been hatched. It seeks to destroy us as students. It seeks to cut off our nourishment. It seeks to inhibit our movement. It seeks to impinge upon the liberties of thousands of us—our freedom and make all students on this campus into virtual chain gangs, we fail. If we allow for the virtual chain gangs, we fail. If we allow for them, the next day our bicycles are confiscated, our scoops are taken. If we allow for them, the next day our scoops are taken. You have no basic instruments, neither can you even see the horizon. When Mrs. Bickford was a girl, Route 2 was a two-lane road. When Mrs. Bickford was a girl, Route 2 was a two-lane road. When Mrs. Bickford was a girl, Route 2 was a two-lane road. When Mrs. Bickford was a girl, Route 2 was a two-lane road. When Mrs. Bickford was a girl, Route 2 was a two-lane road. When Mrs. Bickford was a girl, Route 2 was a two-lane road. When Mrs. Bickford was a girl, Route 2 was a two-lane road.
International students host music, food event

By ANGIE LITTLE

"International Night," an evening of cultural music, food, and dance organized by the international students of Saint Mary's College in conjunction with Multicultural Week, will be presented tonight at 7 p.m. in the lower level of the Hying Hall.

This event is set apart from other Multicultural Week activities because it is put on by the international students themselves, and offers spectators a greater opportunity to participate in the festivities. Junior Anfa Tessenman has been working this past week to organize the students who will perform dances and practice traditions reflective of their cultures. In addition to those activities, the International Cafe will provide dessert.

"The main purpose of International Night," Tessenman said, "is to give the international students the opportunity to demonstrate their customs and cultures, which are present all over the Saint Mary's College campus." Tonight will be a night of sharing one's music, clothing design, food, and other cultural aspects. The food and music should be wonderful.

In addition to the atmosphere and food, Patricia Olazarri, a junior from Pamplona, Spain, believes that International Night has something more to offer students. It provides an opportunity for all who attend to develop a greater understanding and respect for the cultures and traditions of fellow students.

"There are many misconceptions and stereotypes among different cultures," Olazarri said. "A lot of people want to get to know you, and a lot of them don't give you a chance. International Night is a great way to understand the true meaning of the cultures." Not only are the international students gearing up for the event, but many other students who have taken advantage of other activities offered during Multicultural Week are looking forward to International Night as well.

"I am really excited about tonight's activity because I think there will be more student interaction," freshman Emily Hopkins said. "Hopefully I will have more of an opportunity to interact with the people and have a hands-on experience with their cultures." Chengong Liu, a freshman from Shanghai, China, was excited at the prospect of sharing her culture with other students. She said that she came to the United States with an open mind about the American culture, and as a result, her transition has been fairly easy. "I believe a lot of students at Saint Mary's are very curious to find out about new cultures," she said. "They need to come together and understand the differences that other cultures have with the United States. I think a lot of people would like my culture if they knew more about it."

By SARAH CORKREAN

Nurses' dedication tonight

The first annual Nurses' Dedication Ceremony for Saint Mary's junior nursing majors will be a memorable event, especially for the 25 candidates involved.

The ceremony, which will take place this evening at 7:30 p.m. at the Church of Loreto at Saint Mary's, is the first annual nurses dedication occurring on a new format differing from previous years.

In the past, the nursing students participated in a capping ceremony. This year the capping ceremony will be replaced with an initiation ceremony where the students will respond by accepting the nursing department's call to the nursing ministry.

The traditional capping is being replaced with the dedication ceremony to update Saint Mary's procedures with the rest of the field's. "Nursing caps aren't widely used in the nursing profession today, and we want to change along with the times and thought a dedication ceremony of prayers and reflections would be appropriate for the event," junior Ellen Casella explained.

Accepting the call to service ministry, and healing, the students will use the ceremony as an opportunity to reflect on the demands of the nursing profession and how they will apply its call in their lives both professionally and individually.

"Not only is the dedication important to all of us on the professional nursing level, but personally as we accept the call to serve people in need, service to God in healing others," said junior Jennifer Grozek, one of the student co-chairs of the dedication.

The ceremony will include a gospel reading and reflection by Peacock-Johnson, a faculty member of the nursing profession. In addition, various musical selections have been selected by the class for the dedication.

The actual dedication will entail each student being called to the front and given a faculty member who lays a hand on her. They pray that the student may "honestly and joyfully discern God's call in her life." Nursing student Chairwoman Mary Jo Hegun-Kubiak will lead the call to ministry.

Finally, the student receives a lighted lamp to serve as a reminder of the light of Christ she received at baptism and that she is called to share in nursing and in everyday life.

Prof Gagos will discuss archive

Special to The Observer

Trainios Gagos, a professor of classical studies at the University of Michigan, will discuss his recent excavating project in Jordan at a lecture on Sunday at a local church.

The lecture, "Rolling Stones," will be held at 3 p.m. Sunday afternoon in the Fellowship Hall of the Greek Orthodox Church of Saint Andrew. The public is welcome to attend.

Gagos will discuss the history and significance of an archive that was discovered in December of 1993 during regular excavations in the ancient city of Petra, Jordan.

ELECTION '96

Registration deadline nears

The deadline to register to vote in the 1996 presidential election is approaching rapidly. Those students over the age of 18, who wish to fulfill their civic duty and vote next month must register, or receive an absentee ballot, Monday, Oct. 7.

Students at Notre Dame have three "options" for registration. This year they can register here on campus, taking advantage of a service provided by student government. They may also register to vote at home on election day, or place a request to vote by absentee ballot.

Information on campus registration can be obtained from the student government office at 1-7468. Students who need to vote by absentee ballot can call Rock the Vote at 1-900-REGISTER for the phone number of their own local election division and specific instructions for registering to vote locally.

Seminars on Breast Cancer will be held on Tuesday, October 8 from 11:30-1:00 p.m. at LaFortune Ballroom or on Wednesday evening, October 9 from 7:00-9:00 p.m. at the Hesburgh Library.

T-shirts will be given at the lunchtime and evening sessions on Breast Cancer Awareness, free of charge while supplies last.

A silent auction on two autographed copies of Just Peachy Cookbooks and a special donation by John Mellencamp will be held at the bookstore the week of October 7.

All bids on the above items may be placed through the book department of the bookstore.

THE HAMMES NOTRE DAME BOOKSTORE ON THE CAMPUS
“These groups have full page advertisements in the paper. For example, at the Multicultural Fall Festival, at any given time there are 15 people at the event. When I go back to the dorm and tell people about the event they say, "Wow, cool!" but when I ask, "What did you do at five?" they answer nothing," Igiri offered.

The Diversity Council is also working on establishing multicultural training for resident assistants. By surveying the RA's, the council hopes to evaluate how they handle diversity issues.

"A survey is the best way to analyze the situation. Our feeling is that there is a lack of awareness in the dorms," Igiri explained.

Most recently, the Diversity Council has been trying tobrainstorm on a resolution to recent racial tensions on campus. Citing the case of Nicole Hannah, who was verbally assaulted, the Diversity Council is looking into improving safety on the outskirts of campus. The first improvement that Igiri would like to see is more call boxes around campus.

Student government is using the three day dialect at their next student education. The Race Issue at Notre Dame:Who’s the Victim? to establish action steps around the major issues. Student government co-sponsored the discussions that started with “black students only” on Monday, “white students only” on Tuesday, and “all students” on Wednesday. The night reserved for blacks was very well attended with 82 of the 315 African American students at Notre Dame participating. Only 30 students came to the “whites only” night. The final night was attended by a large and diverse crowd.

For the first time we got calls in student government. That's what we are here for. We are here for you. For once we got a reaction from people," Igiri said.

Progress notwithstanding, Diversity Council is still in its formative stage, and Igiri considers her list for the semester incomplete.

"We need student body input. It's as simple as calling up and leaving a voice mail message," she noted.

I'm only a sophomore. I'm still learning, but I'm enthusiastic and determined," Igiri explained. "I hope and pray that this position goes on the next administration. I want the Diversity Council to leave a mark on this campus."

Composite Youngster and Jewelry Manufacturer looking for CAMPUS REP to earn extra income by distributing catalogs and taking orders. Engagement Rings, Wedding Rings and Fine Jewelry

Call Gordia Knox 1-800-922-0090 or e-mail to sapack@interaccess.com

Need extra cash??

Banquet servers $6-$7/hr Immediate openings in South Bend

• Flexible hours
• Requires a drug screen
• Must be at least 18 years old
• Able to work with the public
• Able to lift 20 lbs.

Apply with 2 IDs at
Flexible Personnel
1020 S. 11th St. (US 31 N)
Niles, MI
(616) 683-6225

• Requires
• Able

Law School Symposium
Tuesday, October 8 at 6:00 p.m.
Notre Dame Law School Courtroom, 220 Law School

Scheduled Guest Speakers From:
• DePaul University College of Law
• Northwestern University School of Law
• Notre Dame Law School
• University of Illinois College of Law
• Kaplan Education Centers

Call to reserve your seat -800-KAP-TEST

Sponsored by the Notre Dame Prelaw Society
Hatch announces A&L chairs

This week, University Provost Nathan Hatch announced that two Notre Dame faculty members have been appointed to endowed Nancy R. Dreux professorships in the College of Arts and Letters. Naomi Meara has been named the Nancy R. Dreux Professor of Psychology and Catherine Mowry LaCugna has been named the Nancy R. Dreux Professor of Theology.

A specialist in the application of theory to the professional roles of psychologists, Meara has focused on exploring the role of virtue ethics as an adjunct to principles ethics in educating psychologists. "Nami is widely recognized for her work on the interface between science and practice in psychology," said Hatch. "She's an outstanding leader and mentor of graduate students. She is also the former chairman of the department and has served on numerous University committees, making significant contributions to her field and to Notre Dame as well."

Meara also has written about the dynamics of psychodynamic counseling and achievement and career development of women. She is the author of dozens of professional journal articles, as well as co-author with M.J. Paton of the textbook "Psychoanalytic Counseling."

She has been a faculty member at the University of Wisconsin LaCrosse, Ohio Dominican College, and the University of Tennessee. She joined the Notre Dame faculty in 1986.

Meara is a past president of the counseling psychology division of the American Psychological Association (APA) and has served the organization in a number of capacities, including terms on the editorial boards of the Journal of Counseling Psychology and the Counseling Psychologist.

LaCugna, a specialist in systematic theology, has written books and articles on the Trinity and other topics within Christian theology, including feminist issues and liturgical theology. Her work has focused on showing the practical implications of the doctrine of the Trinity for spirituality, ethics, sexuality, and the life of the Church. "Catherine LaCugna," Hatch said, "is well known for her highly influential book, 'God for Us—The Trinity and Christian Life.' She has made a seminal modern contribution to the understanding of the Trinity and has given generously in service to the University, too."

LaCugna received the 1996 Shedy award for excellence in teaching in the College of Arts and Letters and the 1992/93 Frank O'Malley undergraduate teaching award. She was a visiting professor at Boston College in 1994 and has lectured extensively in the United States, Canada, Europe, and Australia.

Xavier University in Cincinnati presented her with the Ecumenical Chair Award in 1999, and LaCugna's book, "God for Us," received the 1992 First Place Award from the Catholic Press Association.

She has published two other books, "Freeing Theology" (1993) and "The Theological Methodology of Hans Küng" (1982). She has also published numerous articles in theological, pastoral, and liturgical journals.

She is a member of the Catholic Theological Society of America, the College Theology Society, Societas Liturgica, the North American Academy of Christian Social Thought, and the Catholic Academy of Nurses.

The Dreux chairs in psychology and theology were endowed by Notre Dame alumnus William Dreux. Nancy was a Catholic convert who devoted her life to service. She was president of the Junior League of New Orleans and the FWA, board member of the Greater New Orleans Regional Foundation, and a member for auctions benefiting New Orleans public television.

J.P. — Happy 20th Birthday! Hope it's a HAIR-RAISING Event!

With love from your friends at the shore

Tuesday, October 8 — 7:00 p.m. — Hesburgh Auditorium

Saint Mary's SEMESTER AROUND THE WORLD PROGRAM

Open to all ND/SMC students

Challenging academic program at Sacred Heart College, Kochi, India, focusing on the Asian world. 16 semester credits applicable towards core of major requirements.

Opportunity for travel and study in many countries of the Far East, Southeast Asia, South Asia, Eastern Europe and Western Europe

INFORMATION MEETING

Thursday, October 11 — 7:00 p.m. — Hesburgh Library

Tickets available at all Ticket Centers and the Morris Civic Auditorium Box Office

Charles Townes will present a lecture about the discovery of the laser at the University of Chicago, where he led the team that made the first laser. The lecture is free and open to the public.
College should undertake a complete study of the strengths, weaknesses and opportunities for diversification, with the end goals of the study being to produce a complete diversification program with recalibrated goals, plans for funding, and methods to ensure community support.

According to the Multicultural Office, a timetable for the analysis prescribed by the Self-Study report has not yet been set. Reflecting on the progress of the diversification effort, the Self-Study report called the Multicultural Office "a strength of the institution, it also has given the institution an opportunity for expanding its constituency, an opportunity it has yet to fully exploit."

According to statistics, efforts to ethnically and racially diversify the College are slowly proving effective. Since the College made its commitment to diversification 10 years ago, minority enrollment has crept up from 2.4 percent in 1987 to 6.8 percent in 1995. Reflecting the same trend, the enrollment of international students moved up from one percent to 1.7 percent in 1987 and 1995, respectively.

"One thing I can foresee is trying to increase the diversity of the population in two directions—in the number of students of color and of international students," said Ramirez.

While the Admissions Office will continue its existing recruitment strategies for minority students, officials have broadened their goals, plans for funding, and methods to ensure community support.

Commitment to diversification continues from page 1

"The College has worked to develop the faculty in ways that are welcoming to an ethnically and racially diverse student body," said Kevin McDonnell, professor of philosophy and member of the 1996 Steering Committee for reaccreditation.

In addition to faculty resources, students participate in an integral part of the diversification process.

"Student groups, such as the Sisters of Nefertiti have been very active and visible on campus," said Ramirez. "Their programs are very successful, in that they engage students in a discussion about racial and ethnic issues. It shows a natural influence on peers."

While definite plans for the study on the 10-year effect for diversification have not yet been set, the expiration of the Lilly Grant increases the urgency of articulating the future of the Multicultural Office.

"The efforts to recognize the need for a diverse student body are relatively new," said Ramirez. "This is an opportunity to access the quality of what we have done so far, and make a complete assessment of the needs of the College."

Members of the reaccreditation committee that called for the report agree. "Saint Mary's has made progress, but now, the College needs to recommit itself in order to go further in the area of racial and ethnic diversity," McDonnell said. "It looks forward to beginning the study the report calls for."

If you could, you would

Macintosh. More affordable than ever.

With low student prices on Macintosh® computers, you can start doing whatever it is you want to do. And do it even easier for you to purchase a Macintosh® for the Apple® Computer Loan. So you can take home a Mac® and you won't have to make a payment for 90 days! How do you get started? Just visit your campus computer store today and pick up a Mac.

Trustees

continued from page 1

The rest of the music includes, "The Golden Child of Thieves" and "The Hound of the Baskervilles." The orchestra for the music was arranged by the students in the music department.

According to Miller, the "Golden Child of Thieves" was warmly received by the audience, with many people commenting on how well it was performed. Miller said that the orchestra was well-received and that the music was very entertaining.

It was an opportunity to reflect on gaining global awareness and how we can gain perspectives on different cultures. Ortega said.

The performance was a success, with many people expressing their appreciation for the music and the performers. The audience was enthusiastic, and many people asked for future performances of the music.

Trustees continued from page 1

The performance began at 7:30 p.m. on Saturday.
IRA hunger striker McGeown dies at 40

Associated Press

Belfast, Northern Ireland Pat McGeown, who barely survived a 42-day hunger strike as an Irish Republican Army prisoner in 1981 and later became a leader of the IRA-allied Sinn Fein party, has died. He was 40.

Friends, worried that they hadn’t seen McGeown for several days, found his body Tuesday after breaking down the door of his home.

The case of death was not announced, but McGeown had suffered from chronic heart problems that his family attributed to the hunger strike.

The gaunt, stubble-chinned McGeown led Sinn Fein’s 10 members on the 52-seat Belfast City Council and was on the party’s ruling executive committee.

Michael McLaughlin, Sinn Fein’s chairman, called McGeown’s death “a great loss to Sinn Fein and the republican struggle” aimed at ending British rule of Northern Ireland.

McGeown joined the IRA’s Fianna youth wing in the late 1960s.

Netanyahu, Arafat friendly

Relationship change results in suspicions

By DAFNA LINZER

Netanyahu, Arafat friendly

TEL AVIV, Israel

When his handshake turned into a lingering, two-handed squeeze, Israelis noticed.

When he leaned over to whisper in his longtime enemy’s ear — then said it wasn’t the first time — people started talking.

What was Benjamin Netanyahu doing?

Since returning Thursday from the Washington summit, the Israeli prime minister has described Yasser Arafat as a partner with whom he could “sit together to resolve problems” and “negotiate peace without violence.”

Netanyahu’s change in demeanor has raised both suspicions and hopes in Israel. He was the one who called Arafat an unrepentant terrorist and kept him at bay for three months after Israel’s May elections until begrudgingly agreeing to a quick meeting.

Only last week, Netanyahu blamed Arafat for inciting clashes that killed 62 Arabs and 16 Israelis.

“When you get to know someone body you get to change your opinion,” Netanyahu explained after their first lengthy one-on-one talks.

“As you get to know somebody better, you can have different appreciations of their character, and I think that happened. I’d like to believe it is mutual.”

Despite the lack of any concrete progress in the talks, Netanyahu concluded the meetings by firmly gripping the Palestinian leader’s hand with both of his own and holding it at length, conveying a new enthusiasm that didn’t escape Israelis.

“Bibi’s in love,” read the headline of a mocking front-page commentary in the daily Yediot Ahronoth newspaper.

Some argued that the friendly tone was an attempt to mask the absence of substantive agreements from the Washington summit.

Israel did not give in to demands to close the new entrance to an archeological tunnel that sparked last week’s rioting. Netanyahu also refused to set a date for the promised but long-delayed withdrawal of Israeli troops from the West Bank town of Hebron. Those issues, among others, were to be discussed in talks beginning Sunday.

Palestinian negotiators, speaking on condition of anonymity, said Netanyahu’s tone had changed. He was more polite and willing to listen.

Remember to share the warmth in the true Notre Dame spirit. Contact the Hammes Bookstore or the Center for Social Concerns for details.

PROJECT WARMTH

Visit your campus computer store for the best deals on a Mac.

Notre Dame Computer Store Room 112 CGBB • 531-7477 Monday - Friday 9am - 5pm

*Both the 5400 and 250 include built-in ethernet and 25 foot RJ-45 network cable

Free one-year Apple warranty.
Police sharpshooter kills reckless kidnapper

By JEFF BARNARD
Associated Press Writer

YONCALLA, Ore. — A man kidnapped a 7-year-old girl and took her through 100 miles of terror Thursday, holding up a gun to her head and shooting at motorists before he was killed by a police sharpshooter.

Kristina Jacobson, abducted 3 1/2 hours earlier from her babysitter's house in Salem, ran from the police and closed in. The slain gunman was not immediately identified.

"He had this little silver gun he put up on my head," Kristina told The Associated Press. "He said if I don't behave, he will put me in the trunk or shoot me.

"I was crying and asking him lots of questions. 'Where are you going to drop me off?"' she said.

She said she managed to put a seat belt on, just as her mother taught her, even though her hands were taped.

"I have to, just in case we get in a crash and that's what happened," she said.

Kristina said she used her5 hacks to smash a window, until a sharpshooter killed him with one shot to the head.

"It was to the child's head," said her mother, Shanna Jacobson.

The ordeal began Thursday morning when the man showed up at the home of Kristina's babysitter, pretending to be looking for a dog, Salem police Lt. Roger Vinyard said.

Babysitter Chantell Thomas, 25, opened the door and the man barged in. He hit Thomas and took the girl, leaving three other children behind. Vinyard said:

"The Florida or will end up being shot by this person."

Kristina, who had requested police bring her Skittles during the negotiations, happily ate the candy as she recovered in a hospital with only a few metal fragments in her knee from the crash.

When are you going to drop me off?" she said.

They were believing the child was suicidal. "He said lots of questions. 'Where are you going to drop me off?'" she said.

"I never should have been there in the first place," said Vinnyard's wife, Chantell Vinyard.

"He never should have been in the kitchen with a bottle of whiskey, an empty 100-tablet medicine bottle of barbiturates, and a coffee cup with some whiskey in it."

The sheriff called it "an attempted suicide with suspicious circumstances." The incident is being investigated.

Suicidal Alzheimer's patient discharged

By JEFF BARNARD
Associated Press Writer

CASTRO VALLEY, Calif. — An Alzheimer's patient whose overdose on whiskey and sleeping pills rekindled a family battle over his custody was discharged from the hospital Thursday.

"He never should have been in the first place," said Dr. Gerald Klooster's son, Chip.

The elder Klooster was transferred to a skilled nursing facility at the new compacts to be big sellers. But the minivans use some parts manufactured at Oshawa.

Among GM's U.S. plants likely to be affected first by a prolonged strike:

• Hamilton, which assembles the Cadillac Eldorado, Seville and DeVille. It depends on trim parts from the Windsor, Ontario, plant that the CAW has threatened to shut down.

• Ontario City, which is just completing the changeover in the 1997 Chevrolet Malibu and Oldsmobile Cutlass. GM expects the new compacts to be big sellers. But the transmissions come from Canada, Ga., where the new GM minivans are going into production. The new Chevrolet, Oldsmobile, Pontiac and Olds minivans have received good reviews and are seen as GM's first opportunity to really compete in one of the industry's most profitable market segments. But the minivans use several parts manufactured at Oshawa.

The sheriff called it "an attempted suicide with suspicious circumstances." The incident is being investigated.

Food and Entertainment from Around the World!
Polish poet wins Nobel Prize

By JIM HEINTZ
Associated Press

STOCKHOLM, Sweden

A shy, 73-year-old Polish poet who disavowed her Stalinist past to become an inspiration for movie makers and rock bands won the Nobel Prize for literature Thursday.

Wislawa Szymborska had gone for a walk in the southern Polish holiday resort of Zakopane just before the Swedish Academy announced the $1.3 million award.

"I am very happy, I am honored, but at the same time stunned and a little bit frightened with what awaits me," she told Poland's Radio Zet. "I'm afraid I will not have a quiet life for some time now, and this is what I prize the most."

Arguably Poland's most popular poet, Szymborska's work inspired the 1984 movie "Bud" as well as providing lyrics for Polish rock stars. Critics say she is both deeply political and witty, using humor in unexpected ways.

The citation described her as "a Mozart of poetry," a woman who mixed elegance of language with "the fury of Beethoven," and who was not afraid to tackle sensitive subjects with wit.

Szymborska's later poetry is replete with verses of songs she refused to publish in 1952 and 1954, both attempts to conform to social realism at a time when Communist censorship held sway over Poland.

She later disclaimed both books and became a critic of Josef Stalin, likening him to the abominable Snowman in the

Examples of the poetry of Wislawa Szymborska, winner of the 1996 Nobel Prize in Literature. The selection was from books translated from Polish into English.

"In Praise of Feeling Bad About Yourself"
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Happy 21st

from the Math Club!

Turtle Creek

Apartment

will start handing out applications for the 1997-1998 school year starting Monday, October 7, 1996 from 10 a.m.-12 p.m. and 3 p.m.-5 p.m. only. A priority availability is on a first come first serve basis. Applications cannot be mailed and are available at the Turtle Creek leasing office only, Monday-Saturday during hours indicated above.

Jake Lloyd

Happy 19th Birthday, JOSH!

We Love you, Mom, George, Granny, Grandpa, and the doggies!

HAPPY 19TH BIRTHDAY, JOSH!

MOSCOW

A hospital-bound Boris Yeltsin insisted Thursday that he is "aware of what's going on in the country," while he prepares for bypass surgery, and gave his ambitious security chief a public dressing-down.

Showing some of his trademark feistiness in a pair of rare broadcast addresses, the president voiced irritation with unidentified politicians who are writing him off or trying to take advantage of his illness.

"I said it before the elections and I will say it now," he said. "Do not rush to switch the portraits" of leaders

ers at the Kremlin.

"This country has a president. The country has a working president," he said in an address apparently taped at the Kremlin hospital where he is resting up for heart surgery in December.

The comments appeared aimed not only at the Communist opposition but also at Alexander Lebed, the brash Security Council secretary who ran against Yeltsin in the election and openly covets the president's job.

Since signing accords that halted the fighting in the secessionist republic of Chechnya, the swaggering Lebed has acted like a presi­
dential candidate again.

Upper house refuses to loosen abortion law

WARSAW, Poland

The upper house of parliament today rejected the liberalization of Poland's strict anti-abortion law, as thou­sands of protesters sang religious songs and prayed outside

the Senate building, snarling traffic for two hours. Cardinal Jozef Glemp, head of the Polish Catholic church, ordered church bells to toll at noon in support of the protesters.

"Human life is sacred and it has to be protected regardless of the anti-abortion law," Glemp said. "All national events law and puts him in the position of a legislator above life. This is a lie."

The 1993 law allowed for abortions during the first three months of pregnancy only if it endangered the health or life of the woman, the fetus was irreparably damaged or the pregnancy resulted from crime or incest.
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With respect to the University’s denial of recognition to GLND/SMC and its creation of Notre Dame Lesbian and Gay Students, Vice President O’Hara merits appreciation for her effort to make the most of a difficult situation. On its merits, however, the University’s position is a non-starter.

In her open letter last April 2, O’Hara emphasized that the University found GLND/SMC’s position regarding the range of ways in which gays and lesbians might live out their orientation to be inconsistent with official Church teaching.

Homosexual acts, however, are not wrong because “official Church teaching” forbids them. Rather, the Church forbids them because they are wrong. “Basing itself on Sacred Scripture, which presents homosexual acts as acts of great depravity,” the University states, “it has always declared that ‘homosexual acts are intrinsically disordered.’ They are contrary to the natural law. They close the sexual act to the gift of life. They do not proceed from a genuine affection and sexual complementarity. Under no circumstances can they be approved.”
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The University’s position only regarding the one that the inclination toward those acts is itself a disorder. Since the acts are wrong in themselves as contrary to the natural law, they cannot be morally good or morally bad. It is the disposition of individuals to engage in homosexual acts that is morally wrong. When the church speaks of the inclination to homosexuality as being an “objective disorder,” the church does not think only of the inclination toward homosexual acts. The church does not consider the whole personality and character of the individual to be thereby disordered... Similarly, it is a fundamental human right of every person, irrespective of sexual orientation, to be treated, by society with dignity, respect and fairness.
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Notre Dame, world belongs to people of all races

Dear Editor:

Let me tell you a little story.

Two years ago, I was a senior at Great Bridge High School in Chesapeake, Virginia. I was a member of the football team with a great deal of diversity. It has extreme poor, extreme rich, white, black, Asian; you name it, it was there. The school was not unique, it was typical of high schools across America, ours traditionally has an annual Homecoming King and Queen. This year, in the fall and Queen. That particular year, I had the great honor of being selected as one of the three King cand1dates. The court consisted of myself and two other littleighs - an African-American, my friend Paul, a Philippines-American, and me, a white American.

At the Homecoming Dance the announcement of the year's Homecoming King is made. As usual, the majority of people at our dance were black - everyone. At the end of the dance, it came time to announce the winner, Bryan, and I gathered with our dates at the back of the gym. Going in alphabetical order, the MC introduced Bryan first. As he walked towards the front, tremendous cheers echoed throughout the gym. I was up next. As I walked to the front after being introduced, while I did hear some cheering, I mostly heard boos and claps. "Look at that honkey/white boy!" When Paul was introduced and walked to the front, he received the same reaction that I did. I looked around, the "honkey/white boy" was nowhere to be seen. Interestingly, shorty after, the MC informed us that Bryan was our Homecoming King.

Where! While slightly disappointed, Paul and I were also relieved - we wanted to make it out of the dance alive. The night was long and dull. When the dance finally resumed, I walked over to Bryan to congratulate him. Before I could even speak, he looked me directly in the eye and said, "You know what happened back there. I know you didn't appreci­ate that, and neither did I." I told him not to worry about it because I really had not bothered me. I waited a minute. What do you mean, "not bothered?" I asked, "Are you ok?" He simply looked at me, "Yes, but you see, I happen to believe that most African-Americans have the attitude and beliefs that my friend Bryan has. As with all races and communities, there are going to be a few "bad apples," prejudice will exist. However, this small minority should not influence our interactions with anyone else. It is up to each one of us to help one another. I'm sorry that Nikole Hannah had to confront the trash of white America, but I'm even sorrier and more angry that she doesn't see just such a huge impact as herself on her and her opinions of others. When someone who is not the Homecoming King, goes to class, hangs out in my dorm, studies in the library everyday, I am struggling to see the oppression and discrimination between her and me. I think it is not friendly and open to one another. They see each other as people, not as opitionated colors. Most people who choose to vigorously choose to do so because of the great tradition, excellent education and Christian life.

Notre Dame is not a racist being, and speaking for everyone who loves this place, it hurt a great deal to see such a thing. If this campus is so anti-black and so against accepting blacks into the family, I find it hard to believe that Notre Dame football would be so popular. How could so many fans cheer on an all-black starting defense (minus Hunter Smith)? Are you telling me people didn't really like Tony Rice, Derrick Mayes, or Jerome Bettis? Are you telling me that these cheers and love are all fake? If you are, you're wrong. We fans are not being tricked by you or anyone of your players. Do you know why? It is because the football program is an important part of the Notre Dame family.

Like everything else on campus, it becomes a part of this great institution. I wish I had the advantage of the University by simply getting her degree here because here, and not Notre Dame. In my opinion here related to the question of whether Notre Dame will hopefully provide future connec­tions, but part of that gift is the responsibility of giving her/him something with the pride and love. If you are not willing to be an active part of our family, you could consider transferring to a school where you would feel more comfortable.

Don't get me wrong, I greatly sympathize with Hannah for what happened that night. I think that term nigger is one of the most hate-filled words, and using it only beiles the user and brings out his/her ignorance. However, does it bother people just the term? Yes, and there are people who feel that being called a nigger is the same as being called a dog. As a human being, I do not consider it a bad term. While I do understand that it's different (whites using the word and blacks using it), "nigger" is still a word "signifying centuries of bruta­lity, oppression, and dehumanization of black people."

Once again, I don't understand.

To hear that Hannah feels the need to separate herself from the Notre Dame family. I wish that separation is not the answer, but the rather education. As she and others probably recall, a lady by the name of Christiane Lianette stirred up a great deal of conversation around campus last year with her pro-black articles for The Observer. Like a lot of people, I was angered by her comments — until I had the chance to meet her and hear her speak.

At a debate last year, I came to understand that she didn't bash white people; she just wanted the best and the rest. We need to remember that we all feel this way — whites want the best for blacks for blacks; blacks want whites to be the kind of people as her friends call her — not only as a pro-black individual, but as a pro-cooperation, pro-diversity, and pro-education.

We need to understand each other; we need to rec­ognize that differences are okay and then learn to coexist together. The University of Notre Dame that we two common bonds, America and Notre Dame. I would like to remind Hannah that Notre Dame is hers and the world is ours.

JOSH GERLOFF

Student, Notre Dame

Christopher Regan

True perfection earned through adversity

In 1991, during the Gulf War, a young man from Ishica, New York had a life-changing experience. After his first year of college, he had volunteered to serve in the U.S. Army and soon found himself in the front line of action in the Middle East. What he thought he would never have to go through. Six months of patrolling the Saudi Arabia-Iran border gave way to three days of war. The third day changed his life.

I knew him. During his senior year in high school, he was a Section V champion in the 800 meters, which was a big deal to those of us who ran in Section V. He was a rare combination of sectionsional in our local paper for being a blue collar athlete — succeeding more on guts than natural talent.

His company was assigned to capture a small town just across the border from Kuwait. There was very little resistance in the town and the battle was a quick one. There was not much to say, he was lucky. A small detachment of Iraqi soldiers was holding a small group of buildings. Upon hearing their communications cut off, they could have easily charged over to capture the building. What happened instead was the right call — out to find a lasting cause — their comrades surrendering everywhere.

As we moved into the town's center, fire rained down on them from the sky. The town quieted down, but they kept coming back. He was hit. The young man from Ishica didn't hesitate or ask permission. He signaled "come with me" to his buddies and crawled out into the street. Staying low, he was able to pull his friend into a ravine by the side of the road, but that was when he saw them. An Iraqi shell ripped through his right side. He lay motionless next to the man but tried to save until the battle was over.

That day began a year which saw every aspect of his life revolve around his recovery. He came home to Germany, he was hospitalized for severe wounds; the doctors told him he had to be completely paralyzed, only respirators and a rat's nest of tubes leading into his body kept him alive and nine surgeries. His initial chances of recovery were low, but even better, to the surprise of his doctors, he did not die. He looked like nothing more than a ghost. Only 45 percent of his body weight was left to him, but injuries to his legs were such that he had to swing a stick. In fact, he began to get healthier. His once athletic body was shattered, but his mind pursued his recovery with the intensity he had shown on the field. He returned to the U.S. on a medical transport to treat­ed at Strong Memorial hospital, two minutes from my house. Every paper carried his story, and for three years, we watched a ghost return from the dead. One can hardly imagine the physical pain and effort necessary to rebuild the body after such massive injury, but as people rallied around him, he always seemed to deflect the attention. By the time he was well enough, he began to get back up to Camp Good Days and Special Times — a camp for disabled kids. His story did, however, bring out a lot of laughs there. It was the longest section of the document.

Achievement is what we're about at Notre Dame and rightly so. I've never met a person on this campus without a ready story about a high school sports victory or a student government election or some similar work of noble note their club performed before they came to Notre Dame. (One of my friends played against Walker in high school and the game plan was that he would guard Anthony one-on-one, and if you wanted to play the play, you can get it.)

Our highest praise, however, is at the hands of the achievements. The 4.0, the landslide, the top lead­ership position, the perfect season.

What do you want to do with your life? Sometimes, we act as though anything is possible. For us, we can display the full content or his story.

Christopher Regan is a senior Arts and Letters major. His column appears every other Friday.
The early days of film

By DAN OCHALSKI
Assistant Accent Editor

Before "Forrest Gump," "Star Wars," "Schindler's List," "The Godfather," and "ET" there were "Casablanca," "Gone With the Wind," "The Grapes of Wrath," "It's a Wonderful Life," and "Citizen Kane." Before Demi Moore, Julia Roberts, Michelle Pfeiffer, Meg Ryan, and Sandra Bullock there were Rita Hayworth, Marilyn Monroe, Donna Reed, Ingrid Bergman, and Audrey Hepburn.

Michelle Pfeiffer, Meg Ryan, and Jennifer Grey, Sandra Bullock, Tom Cruise, Val Kilmer, Tom Hanks, and Denzel Washington there were James Stewart, Humphrey Bogart, Gregory Peck, Burt Lancaster, and Cary Grant.

But there is "Knute Rockne, All American," which presents the story of another sports hero who died much too young. But this movie might be better known for the pure entertainment of George Gipp, played by Ronald Reagan. It is as much about the story of a football team as Dr. Carlisle, played by James Stewart, of the baseball team that is the story of a man on the face of the Earth. Although this line may come at the beginning of "Field of Dreams," the classic is such a unique film that it almost makes up a category of its own. "Field of Dreams" released forty years after "D" is "Field of Dreams" "Tin Cup," "Field of Dreams" sports have been enjoyable, but "Tin Cup," "Field of Dreams" sports are not examples from what has consistently been a popular topic. From "Field of Dreams" to "Tin Cup," "Field of Dreams" sports have been enjoyable, storylines of late and over the years. Two of the best from the good ol' days are based on real people and true stories and feature the most recognized teams in each sport. The New York Yankees are to baseball what Notre Dame is to college football, so it is not surprising that "Pride of the Yankees" and "Knute Rockne, All Americans" are such well-known films. Starring Gary Cooper, known for his many westerns, with a cameo by Babe Ruth playing himself, "Pride of the Yankees" traces the life of Lou Gehrig. From his childhood in New York City, through Columbia, to the day he took himself out of the lineup after playing a then-record 2,130 consecutive games, Gehrig was put on this planet to play baseball—and to stand in Yankee Stadium and tell a loving crowd that "Today, I consider myself the luckiest man on the face of the Earth." Although this line came at the beginning of "Field of Dreams," the classic is such a unique film that it almost makes up a category of its own. "Field of Dreams" and "Sleepless in Seattle" knows that it was Cary Grant in "An Affair to Remember" that they were watching. There are simply too many great movies that made it big before anyone walked on the moon that they cannot all be included in anything shorter than a book. In addition to the classic films, there are more great action-oriented hero stories like James Dean and Maureen O'Hara.

There are recognizable scenes, too, that are identified faster than the titles of the movies are. Take Burt Lancaster filling in the lines in "From Here to Eternity," Bing Crosby riding "White Christmas" in "Holiday Inn." And who cannot recall the image of Gene Kelly dancing through the raindrops in "Singin' in the Rain!"

E a c h new film can be traced back to the first "great" film of its class. Children will always know "The Wizard of Oz," "The Sound of Music," and "Mary Poppins.

What makes a film a "great" film? What is the spirit of the season of "A Christmas Story," "Miracle on 34th Street." And Hollywood will continue to put out dramas, musicals, comedies, and epics.

But the classics will never change.
South Bend sings the blues for the homeless

By BRYAN FURZE
 Accent Writer

Blues fans beware! This Friday at 8 p.m., the State Theater in South Bend will be singing the blues. The "Budding Benefit for the Homeless" will feature The Fabulous Thunderbirds, a blues band which recently reunited, recorded a new album, and embarked on a world tour. Three members of War, a rocking band of the '70s, will open the concert.

Howard Scott, Harold Brown, and Richard Dickerson of War, a super group of the '70s, will open the evening with The Fabulous Thunderbirds. The band was formed by these three members in downtown Los Angeles more than 20 years ago on some of the same streets where modern day gangsta rap has its origins. A group of friends who shared the same neighborhood, the same experiences, and the same hopes for a spirit of brotherhood began their first band in 1967 and dubbed it The Creators.

Two years later, the band was renamed The Nightshifts and finally, in 1969 the band was officially named War. The group played a musical melting pot of jazz funk, Latin, fused rock, and R&B which transcended cultural barriers.

The band rocketed through the '70s performing their new style of music, which included some songs will recognized today.

"Low Rider," probably one of the best cruising songs ever recorded, was produced and recorded by War as was "Why Can't We Be Friends," an R&B mix.

The '80s brought problems to the band, however. Avionn Records claimed that it owned the name War and several members of the group sold out to the company. Scott, Brown, and Dickerson remained loyal to their origins, however, and have been fighting for recognition since. A court will soon decide whether these three members can reclaim their group's name for themselves and two new members. Until then, however, the trio and their newest members are touring under the name W-18. Anyone interested in encryption can easily recognize the meaning of this name but for reference, just think about the order of the alphabet.

Mr. Brown said in a phone interview that W-18 is a "high powered band and it's kicking." He also stressed that though the old band members, including his oldest son, are traveling the globe they believe the real band will be playing in their original home city of Austin, Texas, at the legal name of their Blues Club. The band was formed by these two "blues brothers" that year and became the house band for Antone's.

Mr. Brown concluded by stating that the biggest reason they were coming to South Bend was because the concert was a benefit to the homeless: "All of us in America need to wake up and smell the roses because we are all on that fine line to becoming homeless."

Following W-18 will be The Fabulous Thunderbirds, a group of blues artists and singers from Austin, Texas. The group recently reunited to record a new album and embark on a world tour. They are turning heads throughout the country. The Christian Science Monitor said, "The album consists of a combination of the band's living room which made the T-Birds popular and ballads that will make you want to slow dance with the one you love..." Oh what a beautiful album!

Billboard rated "Roll of the Dice," the latest album from The Fabulous Thunderbirds as number seven on the list of the nation's top 15 blues albums. The Fabulous Thunderbirds have been worshipped by fans as the best Texas-based blues band ever. In 1975, Kim Wilson, who fronts the group as an incredible vocalist and harmonica player, met Jimmie Vaughan during a jam session in Austin, Texas, at the legendary Antone's Blues Club. The band was formed by these two "blues brothers" that year and became the house band for Antone's.

The band flourished throughout the '80s, building a reputation for its rhythms, original lyrics, and guitar and harmonic solos. The band packed houses across the country at shows varying in locale from college auditoriums to county fairs. In 1990, "Tuff Enough" was recorded and released as the album that would stand as the pinnacle of their success. The '90s brought changes to the band, however. Jimmie Vaughan decided to form a band with his brother, Stevie Ray Vaughan. Stevie Ray was killed in a helicopter crash just before the duo's first album was released, but Vaughan remained on the throne.

Simultaneously, Wilson embarked on a solo career, releasing two CDs in 1993 and 1994. Unable to forget the Thunderbirds, however, Wilson reassembled the band.

Though made up of new faces, the band is as strong as it ever was. The original faces include Wilson, Jim Bott on the drums, and Willie J. Campbell on bass. Gene Taylor will be appearing in South Bend on keyboard, having joined the band at their reunion, and Kid Ramos will replace Jimmie Vaughan on guitar. "I think the latest additions to the band are really perfect. I think we have a lot of potential. We can do so many things now that the band needs to do... They're showing up and they're real, real strong," Wilson says.

The album, "Roll of the Dice," has also been a huge success. The CD contains 12 songs which are true to the band's blues heritage, but also borrow from R&B traditions. A couple of songs on the CD even have a distinct Texas style to them, evading a certain Cajun feel.

Two interesting choices were made for the album's cover material. The first is Van Morrison's "Here Comes the Night" and the second is the Disney-based "Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dub." "It was the only time we played it, but it came out killer. It was just one of those moments; you capture it," Wilson says of this last choice.

The T-Birds might be a bar band, but they're the nation's bar band. New York Newsday said. This blues band from Austin has made great strides since the '70s, and has chosen to play in South Bend just two weeks after Noize Dame beat the University of Texas.

This benefit concert will provide students an opportunity to donate money to a very worth-while cause, dance the night away at State Theater, and get one more piece of Texas this year.

Tickets are $17 if purchased by Saturday and are available at the Heartland Nightclub, the State Theater, Tracks Records, or Method Music. Tickets can also be ordered over the phone by calling the Heartland Nightclub at 234-5200 or the State Theater at 232-0679. Tickets will be available at the door for an additional $3.

---

An afternoon of Irish music

On Sunday, America's Hottest Traditional Irish Band, Solas, will perform at the State Theater in downtown South Bend.
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This benefit concert will provide students an opportunity to donate money to a very worth-while cause, dance the night away at State Theater, and get one more piece of Texas this year.

Tickets are $17 if purchased by Saturday and are available at the Heartland Nightclub, the State Theater, Tracks Records, or Method Music. Tickets can also be ordered over the phone by calling the Heartland Nightclub at 234-5200 or the State Theater at 232-0679. Tickets will be available at the door for an additional $3.
**McGriff hits solo shot, lifts Braves over Dodgers**

By Ken Peters

Associated Press Wire

McGriff and Dye had two of Atlanta’s three solo homers, and Greg Maddux pitched seven innings as the Braves defeated the Dodgers 3-2 to take a 2-0 lead in the NL playoff series.

The defending World Series champions met for the first time to close the series with a win in Game 3 at Atlanta. The Braves, who won the opener 2-1 on a 10th-inning homer by Javy Lopez, got just five hits, but three were home runs. Brian Klesko, who had other off Isumail Valides. McGriff and Greg Maddux combined on three-hitter as the Braves finally off the Dodgers in just 2 hours, 8 minutes.

Maddux gave up two unearned runs and three hits, struck out seven and walked none. McGriff pitched the eighth, and Wohlers had a perfect ninth in his second save in two days.

Atlanta’s pitchers retired the final 16 Dodger batters, including Raul Mondesi’s RBI double in the ninth.

The Dodgers had to overcome two costly errors to get two runs. Los Angeles has lost six straight games, including 1-0 loss of the first game of the series.

Dye, who had 12 homers in the regular season, homered with one out in the seventh for the first time since he hit two after Valdes. Klesko, who fielding miscue cost the Dodgers a run earlier, homered in the second, homered in the second, 3-2-2-3.

Fernandez, who is batting over .300, hit a 1-run single to lead off the second, and he stole two bases.

The Dodgers swept three from 5 p.m. at Busch Stadium.

**NOTICES**

WPV 624
Friday night dinners - 4:30-8 Dancing - 8:30-11 All新城 guests welcome. 214 (U.S. 39) #5 Next to Knights Inn.

**FOR RENT**

Walk to campus 2-3-5-6 bedroom homes, need a place to stay on football weekends?

Furnished apartment for short term rent. Full kitchen, living room, two bedrooms. 4th Call 387-3889.

Furnished room for rent, $250/month. Walk to ND. Call Paul at 284-4994.

**FOR SALE**

Cam for sale - 980 OZ Traper Convertible top - 500 AC Good shape $600. Call Paul 687-1253 or (w) 273-5848 (N).

PowerMac 7200i/66i for sale. 4000 Ram $1,800. Imac 1.2 273-8024.

For recovering games on sale. 271-2927 after 6 pm.

**WANTED**

NOTICE DAVE GANS WANTED ALL GAMES HOME AND AWAY 220-0588.

No sell of ticket to Washington Gal. or student. Call Maggie @ 285-6600.

220-0588. Please call Winds." Ticket cost will be at 2-3.
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McGriff hits solo shot, lifts Braves over Dodgers.

Los Angeles...Fred McGriff’s solo shot barely cleared the fence and Jerry Reuss’ daze was never in doubt. And just like that, with two out in the bottom of the ninth, Atlanta Braves moved within one win of sweeping the Dodgers.

McGriff and Dye had two of Atlanta’s three solo homers, and Greg Maddux pitched seven innings as the Braves defeated the Dodgers 3-2 to take a 2-0 lead in the NL playoff series.

The defending World Series champions met for the first time to close the series with a win in Game 3 at Atlanta. The Braves, who won the opener 2-1 on a 10th-inning homer by Javy Lopez, got just five hits, but three were home runs. Brian Klesko, who had other off Isumail Valides. McGriff and Greg Maddux combined on three-hitter as the Braves finally off the Dodgers in just 2 hours, 8 minutes.

Maddux gave up two unearned runs and three hits, struck out seven and walked none. McGriff pitched the eighth, and Wohlers had a perfect ninth in his second save in two days.

Atlanta’s pitchers retired the final 16 Dodger batters, including Raul Mondesi’s RBI double in the ninth.

The Dodgers had to overcome two costly errors to get two runs. Los Angeles has lost six straight games, including 1-0 loss of the first game of the series.

Dye, who had 12 homers in the regular season, homered with one out in the seventh for the first time since he hit two after Valdes. Klesko, who fielding miscue cost the Dodgers a run earlier, homered in the second, homered in the second, 3-2-2-3.

Fernandez, who is batting over .300, hit a 1-run single to lead off the second, and he stole two bases.

The Dodgers swept three from 5 p.m. at Busch Stadium.
Blazer GM Whitsitt happiest man in world

By BOB BAUM
Associated Press

PORTLAND

He works at the right hand of Paul Allen, the man who owns the Trail Blazers, overseeing the tentative purchase of the Seattle Supersonics and running the front office into the NII.

As the unquestioned head of Allen's sports empire, Bob Whitsitt is a portrait of unshakable calm. When a star player or agent calls him a liar, as Clifford Robinson's agent Brad Marshall did this summer, Whitsitt says he shrugs it off as part of the business.

"We don't lie. It's that simple," Whitsitt said.

Marshall, Whitsitt said, "is a guy who's not real professional and doesn't have that many clients. I've done hundreds of deals. When you're doing deals with some of the most powerful agents in the league and there's not a squawk, you're doing OK." Whitsitt was general manager of the Seattle SuperSonics for eight years before leaving in a bitter spat with owner Barry Ackerley three years ago. Allen, who lives in suburban Seattle, had hired Whitsitt and quickly hired him to run the Blazers.

Since then, Whitsitt's responsibilities have grown to the point where he runs the Blazers business and basketball operations as president. When Allen decided he would buy the Supersonics to keep them in Seattle, the team was not as well built, he told Whitsitt to oversee the football venture, too.

"If Paul asks me to do something, I'll do it," Whitsitt said. "I'll give him all the hours I have in the day. And the good news is that, although I don't know what he wants me to do, I'll always make sure that improving the basketball team is my number one priority because that's what I want my priority to be. That's what he wants it to be." The Blazers are Allen's passion, Whitsitt said, and when a man with $7.5 billion wants a high-quality franchise, "it'd better get one.

When the Blazers signed Petrie, they had to trade the rights to the SuperSonics to get the third pick in the draft. Allen had hired shortly before Whitsitt joined the Blazers.

"If I didn't feel good about P.J., I would not have taken this job," Whitsitt said. "I had choices. I didn't have to take the job. I looked at all factors. The ship was going down. Most guys want to take the job when the ship is going down. That's the smart way to do it. But the tough ones are when it's going down, to regroup and get moving again.

"I didn't get moving for awhile, and the Blazers fans wanted to know why the man who earned the nickname "Trader Bob" while building the SuperSonics into a contender wasn't doing any trading in Portland.

The first big trade wasn't done by choice. Clyde Drexler demanded to be traded, and Whitsitt sent him to Houston. Even though Drexler was traded to his hometown and went on to win an Olympic gold medal with the Rockets, he was clearly bit­ten toward Whitsitt.

As the Rockets moved toward the title, Drexler would make it clear that he was not unhappy with Carlesimo. "It was the other guy," he said, referring to Whitsitt.

Whitsitt insists he doesn't know who Allen hired to replace Drexler so much. Drexler didn't like that Allen had fired coach Rick Adelman or that the team was playing with virtually a new roster.

"I hired the old team doctor who was his business partner," Whitsitt said. "That may have been it.

Whitsitt's first major move came a year ago, when the Blazers found room under their salary cap to sign Arvydas Sabonis, who went on to finish second in the rookie of the year and best sixth man voting.

Then, Whitsitt let loose this summer.

He went after three former big-name free agents with no success. He signed free agent Kenny Anderson to replace disgruntled point guard Bo Strickland, who decided for Isaiah Rider and Rasheed Wallace.

Anderson has been an all-star but hadn't lived up to expectations. Rider had criminal prob­lems and a bad reputation off the court. Wallace was hot­tempered and inconsistent, but had played well at times as a rookie last season.

"It was a real opportunity for us to get those kind of guys," Whitsitt said.

Whitsitt insists that the team did considerable background checks on Rider before making the trade that sent reserve James Robinson and injured Bill Curley to the SuperSonics.

"When we give up two players who were not in the mix for us for a top 25 scorer," Whitsitt said. "If there was any advance warning about those trades, they didn't come from the Blazers. There's a better chance of getting a leak out of the CIA than out of the Portland franchise run by Whitsitt.

"I really don't feel good about taking this player or that player and just having his name around for a week and treating him like a piece of meat, then moving on," Whitsitt said. "And the other thing is that when you're exploring things, usually they don't work out."

For more information, call WSND at 631-7342
Big East
continued from page 24
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Melissa Tytko who had an impressive debut season and has a solid .244 hitting percentage. "I'm very impressed with Melissa Tytko," said Coach Debbie Brown. "She's only a freshman, but she's already been the top hitter of the team."

Dersch and Meghan O'Rourke have a solid .224 hitting percentage. "They're both consistent hitters who never miss a beat," Brown said. "They're both good hitters, and they never let the defense get the upper hand on them."

The Wildcats will come into the friendly confines of Big East and hope to come out on top.

On the other side of the net, the Fighting Irish swept both of these squads last year and will look to do so again as they aim to get back on the right track after a disappointing loss to the unranked Ball State Cardinals this past week. BSU came back from a 2-1 deficit to upset the twelfth ranked Irish. Head coach Deirdre Brown and her team simply felt that they came out flat against a very emotional Irish.

The team's attacking would have to improve from the Ball State match as BSU's blockers forced the Irish hitters to make errors. Freshman Mary Letters to the other hand was impressive last year and will be coming of a 20 kill performance which was a career high for her. Along with the Hoyas and the Cats, Brown's squad will hope to welcome injured setter Carey May back into the lineup. The junior has been sidelined the entire season and has been cleared by the doctors, but is still trying to return to match play level.

Freshman Mary Letters and the rest of the Irish look to do so again as they aim to get back on the right track after a disappointing loss to the twelfth ranked Irish. Head coach Debbie Brown and her team simply felt that they came out flat against a very emotional BSU's. Along with the Hoyas and the Cats, Brown's squad will hope to welcome injured setter Carey May back into the lineup. The junior has been sidelined the entire season and has been cleared by the doctors, but is still trying to return to match play level.

After this weekend's action the Irish will take another trip out of conference at Illinois State before returning to the friendly confines of Big East action.
Cowboys ‘happy to see’ Irvin

By JAMIE ARON
Associated Press

IRVING

Michael Irvin returned to the Dallas Cowboys on Thursday, providing the listless Super Bowl champions with some of the spark they’ve been missing much of this season.

The Cowboys have struggled to 2-3 in their star receiver’s absence caused by violation of the league’s drug policy. Dallas also has lacked some of the Irvin-inspired swagger that made the Cowboys loved or hated but not ignored.

“The guys were happy to see me, but I was more happy to see them.” Irvin said following his first practice with the team since training camp. “When I came in, we did some laughing and joking.”

Irvin has vowed to clean up his image since pleading no contest to cocaine possession charges in July, ending a trial that exposed several of his former teammates, including a murder-for-hire plot that was funded by a Dallas policeman and targeted Irvin.

He maintained a solemn tone in an impromptu news conference Thursday. But teammates assured that, in the locker room, Irvin is still “The Playmaker.”

“He’s the same flamboyant, loving guy. He’s not going to change that,” quarterback Troy Aikman said.

“The most unique insight came from this thoughtful offensive lineman Nate White, whose description of his grieving of Irvin seemed to summarize the twin personas he’s trying to balance.

“I walked up to him, hugged him and kissed him,” Newton said. “I told him how he’s helped us dig this hole that we’re in and now he’s got to help bring us out of it.”

“His answer was, ‘I know I messed up by not being there for you guys, by going and drinking and exchanging Kleenex and everything was all right. So Irvin was really humbled.”

Irvin remains in good shape during his time off, making him a lock to start a week from Sunday when the Cowboys host the Arizona Cardinals. Dallas has a bye this weekend.

His return should help awak­en the Cowboys’ once-dominant defense that has slipped without him, tight end Jay Novacek and mostly Kevin Williams.

No wonder Aikman said Irvin’s return should help awak­en the Cowboys’ once-dominant defense that has slipped without him, tight end Jay Novacek and mostly Kevin Williams.

No wonder Aikman said Irvin’s return should help awak­en the Cowboys’ once-dominant defense that has slipped without him, tight end Jay Novacek and mostly Kevin Williams.

“Okay quarterback right now would love to be in this offense with the way this team’s playing.”

Irvin — who described Aikman’s early-season frustration — "the toughest thing to watch during his absence — was just as happy.

While teammate Darryl Glenn was suspended by the NFL for fighting violation for these infractions.
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Buddies Benefit for the Homeless
guaranteed public invited/ all ages show

Celebrating a friend's birthday with a special Observer ad

Buddies Benefit for the Homeless and 20 year reunion of Vegetable Buddies

Featuring:
The Fabulous Thunderbirds

Hit songs include: Powerful Stuff, Tuff Enuf, Wrap It Up

With special guests:
Howard Scott, Harold Brown, BB Dickerson
from the 70's Supergroup who wrote and performed their hits:
Circus Kid, Low Rider, Sinking into Darkness, The World is a Ghetto
and the red hot rhythm & blues of The Whistle Pigs

Saturday night, Oct. 5th, 1996
The State Theater-South Bend, IN

Tickets go on sale Sept 5th:
Available at:
Heartland Nightclub (or charge by phone): 219-234-5200
State Theater (or charge by phone): 219-232-0679
Tracks Records
Method Music (Elkhart-Concord Mall): 219-675-8880

Advance Tickets: $17
Discount: $15 (with I.D.)
VIP tickets: $40 (limited number of preferred seats will be made available.
Price includes pre-show reception at the Heartland VIP room (next door with hors' d'oeuvres, and greet the bands after the show in the VIP room).

Sponsored by Northwest Airlines, WRBR, Avery Dennison, Heartland, Howard Johnson's and The State Theater

LA ESPERANZA

Authentic Mexican Kitchen "Your Passport to a New Eating Experience." Serving lunch & dinner, & catering available

Great Prices - Average dinner: $6.50
Average lunch: $3.95

TACOS... ENCHILADAS... CHIMICHANGAS... CHILE RELLENOS... TAQUES... FLAUTAS... WET BURRITOS & MORE...

Open 7 days a week!
Mon.-Thurs. 11:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 10:00 a.m.-10:00 p.m.
Sun. 10:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m.

Buy 1 entree get 1 entree at 1/2 price!

Located at 1636 N. Ironwood - Next door to Nick's Peak
Within Walking Distance from Campus!

CINEMA AT THE SNITE
presented by Notre Dame Communications and Theatre
631-7351
FRIDAY, OCT 4 AND SATURDAY, OCT 5
7:30 and 9:45 p.m.
http://www.nd.edu/~cothweb/wwwesnite.html
Cards win, take two game lead

By R.B. FALLSTROM

ST. LOUIS

A member of the St. Louis Cardinals’ mostly forgotten old guard ended nine years of frustration.

Tom Pagnozzi, who played on the 1987 World Series team before the Cardinals had several mediocrity seasons, drove in the game-winner with a shot off reliever Trevor Hoffman’s glove in the eighth inning Thursday, giving St. Louis a 5-4 win over the San Diego Padres and a 2-0 lead in their NL Division Series.

The Cardinals, playing only their second playoff game since 1987, now head to San Diego to try to make it a best-of-five and a chance to sweep the Padres. After an off day, the teams resume the best-of-five series Saturday. Donnovan Osborne will start for St. Louis against Andy Ashby.

St. Louis had blown a 4-1 lead, allowing San Diego to tie it in the eighth on Steve Finley’s RBI groundout. Brian Jordan drew a walk before pinch hitter Scott Livengood flew out, sending a record Busch Stadium crowd of 56,752 into a roar. Ron Gant had a three-run double in the fifth, giving the Cardinals a 4-1 lead.

Ken Caminiti, who struck out three times in Game 1, homered — his first fair ball of the series — for San Diego.

The Cardinals loaded the bases in the fifth on an out-by-singles by starter Andy Benes and Ozzie Smith and a walk to McGee that chased Padres starter Scott Sanders. Gant, in the post season each of his last five seasons, then hit a two-run pitch from Dario Veras over center fielder Steve Finley’s head, clearing the bases.

Benes struck out nine, one less than his career high, and allowed four runs on six hits. Benes had lost 15 in a row at San Diego Jack Murphy Stadium going to 1992 before they won four of six there this year. Benes won his only start against the Padres this season.

Friday, October 6, 1996

By KEN BERGER

CLEVELAND

The Cleveland Indians were remodeled and tuned-up to win the World Series this year.

One more loss to the Baltimore Orioles and they’re gone in the first round.

It all rests with Jack McDowell on Friday night at Jacobs Field. He’s in the season of trades and turmoil all rolled into one game. Then, if the Indians get past that one, they have to do it twice more.

“We’ve got no other choice but to win,” catcher Sandy Alomar said.

It was Alomar’s erant throw to first base on a double-play attempt that turned Game 2 in Baltimore’s favor and gave the Orioles a 2-0 lead in the best-of-five series. The Indians argued that B.J. Surhoff should have been called out at first for running into the baseline.

Nice try, but that’s about as fruitless as arguing that the Indians shouldn’t have made all those changes this year, should have just stayed with the team that brought them to the World Series last fall. Fact is, they’re not that team anymore. It’s win three times with this team, win home.

“Sure, we can win three,” Jose Vizcaino said Thursday before the Indians held a brief practice. “We’ve come over from the New York Mets in the controversial Carlos Baerga trade.

“If we won 99, we can win 100,” he said.

McDowell had the worst season of his baseball career with a 13-9 record and 5.11 ERA. Instead of re-signing Ken Hill, the Indians gave a bundle of money to McDowell because he’s a winner, a clutch pitcher, a building block if Orel Hershiser didn’t already have that nickname.

Now’s his chance to prove it. I think anybody who puts on a uniform has that in him, wants to be that guy,” McDowell said. “They wouldn’t be here if I didn’t think I could have that in them.”

McDowell opposes fellow Stanford Cardinal Mike Mussina, who won 19 games but has been criticized for not winning the big one. “I won 90 games in my career,” Mussina said. “I can’t believe that all of them were not big. Whoever’s opinion that is fine, I don’t care, I’m supposed to do it.”

At Jacobs Field on Thursday, the Indians seemed unconv­

This is not a typical World Series. It’s post-season baseball with a record crowd at Jacobs Field watching a baseball game in the series. By the time it was over, he got on a golf cart and played bumper cars with a luggage cart before scowling down the hall toward the visitors’ dugout.

The Indians took batting practice for about an hour and a half, rap music and Nirvana filling the stadium on a chilly afternoon.

Brownie the Bulldog, the ‘84 San Diego Padres World Series champion, was brought to the Indians’ clubhouse during a news conference.

It’s a big thing, said Indians manager Mike Hargrove said. Hargrove was calm and talk ative during a news conference. When it was over, he got on a golf cart and played bumper cars with a luggage cart before scowling down the hall toward the visitors’ dugout.
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Senior midfielder Konstantin Kolyakov and his Irish teammates take on the Syracuse Orangemen this weekend in the "not-so-friendly" Carrier Dome.

"Cuse poses next challenge for Irish

By DYLAN BARMER
Assistant Sports Editor

New York can be a nasty place. The Notre Dame men's soccer team hopes to avoid the nastiness and escape from New York with yet another conference victory this weekend, as they lay their unbeaten Big East record on the line against pesky Syracuse in the not-so-friendly confines of the Carrier Dome.

"This is a huge game for us," commented Irish head coach Mike Berticelli, whose team enters the weekend with a 3-0-2 mark in conference action. "They're one of the top teams in their region."

The Orangemen boast a 6-3 overall record, and have posted a 3-2 mark in Big East play. They will be looking to get back on track following a 2-0 loss to conference rival Connecticut last Sunday, and may be more dangerous coming off nearly a week between games.

"I don't think it makes them any more dangerous," said midfielder Konstantin Kolo Sokov about the week of preparation. "It was exactly these type of games which killed the Irish last year, as they were an abysmal 0-6 in Big East road games throughout the 1995 season.

"The team is completely different this year," commented Kolo sokov. "I think we have more confidence and we are starting to play better on the road. We should do fine this year on the road."

This year's team has certainly looked different from last year's 9-10-0 squad, using a much-improved defense and an aggressive, in-your-face style of play to frustrate opponents and create solid scoring opportunities. Senior tri-captain Tony Capasso has handled much of the scoring duties this season, leading the club in goals with four and points with 11, and sophomore goalkeeper Greg Vello has continued to impress in the nets, owning a 0.84 GAA and five shutouts in starting all ten games for the Irish this season.

"Vello and the rest of the Irish defense have been especially tough in the five Big East games this season, allowing just five goals, two of which came during overtime in a 2-2 tie against national power St. John's."

"I think the team gets a little more geared up for the Big East games because we set out to win the Big East this season," commented senior defender and captain Peter Gansler. "We've been playing well in Big East games so far this season, and I think that will continue."

Gansler and the rest of the Irish defense are still in the midst of the recovery process following the loss of defensive anchor Brian Engesser, who went down for the season with a broken leg two weeks ago. "Right now we miss Engesser," said Gansler of his close friend and fellow captain. "We're getting used to playing different people at different positions, though."

The Irish are also getting used to something else this season. Winning.

Notre Dame Juniors and Seniors:

We are looking for a few highly motivated people with a strong background in computers who are seeking a career or internship in Information Systems. If you are the kind of person who is interested in challenging rotational assignments, exposure to senior management, further educational development, and having input into the direction of your career, the ACCENT Program may be the right full time opportunity for you. We are also hiring Summer Interns for 1997.

Representatives from Travelers/Aetna Property Casualty Corp. will be on campus for interviews on November 8th. Please submit your resume at Career and Placement on October 7-8 if you are interested in interviewing.

Travelers/Aetna at Notre Dame
• Resume Drop Dates: October 7-8, 1996
• Information Session: November 7, 1996
• On-Campus Interviews: November 8, 1996

The Travelers Indemnity Company
The Aetna Casualty and Surety Company
Member of TravelersGroup

Accelerated Entrance into Information Systems

Brought to you by:

Listen to Matt, Anne, Beth, & Leon this Sunday at 4:30 on WVFI 640am
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downfall against the 'Cocks. Also, their lone turnover, was costly as it gave Flanner the momentum, and they never got it back.
No. 11 Hillmon, meanwhile, is rebounding from a tough loss to the top-ranked Off-Campus team. No. 11 Hillmon's struggles come mostly on the offensive side of the ball. They could not muster one single first-down against the Crime, and were actually outscored by the Off-Campus defense.
Both teams are struggling to find themselves — and of course a victory.

Keenan vs. Keough

Keough comes into this game with a (0-1) record after taking a loss at the hands of an excellent Morrissey team last weekend. Keough has an offense that potentially could light up the scoreboard. They are led by quarterback Dave Butz. His favorite target, and the guy Keenan will have to contain, is wide receiver Dave Voitier. No. 6 Keenan, coming off a bye last weekend, enters this weekend's contest with a (1-0) record. However, despite their undefeated status, they might have their hands full with a hard-nosed Keough team, who wants a victory.

Carroll offense must put points on board

The question facing the Carroll team is a tough one: which squad is going to show up?

If present trends continue, the key for this game will be for Carroll to get its offense on track. In the last seven quarters of play, Carroll has scored only one safety. Their defensive unit has been sound, surrendering only twelve points in eight quarters of play.

Alumni weeks seek to maintain its perfect record. The Alumni defense is formidable, shutting out both St. Ed's and O'Neil. If their defense continues its remarkable play, Carroll will be in trouble. The offensive unit scores in bursts but is susceptible to dry spells.

St. Ed's (0-2) vs. Sorin (0-1)

This is the match-up features teams seeking to establish themselves. St. Ed's occupies the cellar of the men's interhall football league, and Sorin is currently ranked tenth out of fourteen teams.

The offensive unit has been unable to score any points, and their defense has given up 36 points. St. Ed's must execute a 360 degree turn this week if they have post-season aspirations. Sorin's record and their ranking is misleading. They lost to a respectable O'Neil squad by the slim margin of three points. Thus, their defensive unit is sound, and since they are facing the hapless St. Ed's offense, a shut-out is a good possibility.

Fisher (0-1) vs. O'Neil (1-1)

The defensive units of both these teams are tough — in twelve quarter of play between them, they have surrendered only nine points.

The key in this game will be scoring. The team that scores first will have a distinct advantage. This may be a tall order, though, as O'Neil's defense has only managed a field goal in two games and Fisher was shut out in its only game.

O'Neil quarterback Dave Butz tries avoid the oncoming rush from the Sorin defensive line in last weekend's action. He and his offensive colleagues must increase their production if the squad is to beat Fisher.

Morrissey tailback Mark Tate hopes to take out a bite out of the Crime.
I think for the whole weekend my role stays the same," said Grubb. "I will lead the defense, and keep the other two backs organized. I need to play this game like I would any other, and not look at as No. 1 versus No. 2."

"Tiffany solidifies the defense for Notre Dame," said Dorrance. "She makes a solid back line that much more difficult."

The Tarheels are also going to try and shut down freshman Jimmy Streffler. Streffler is currently the top freshman in the nation according to the Soccer News. She is ranked third on the Irish's scoring list and second on the Irish's assisting list. The question for UNC will be whether one of their players will be able to match Streffler's speed and skills.

"With the addition of Streffler to the lineup, the forward line got even better," said Dorrance. "We are going to sub a lot," said Dorrance about his plan for the game. "We have a lot of quality players so we want to get them on the field. It is one of our strengths."

Petrucelli is well aware of the Tar-Heel's bench. The role of the subs could cause the game to go either way. "North Carolina substitutes more than any team that we play and more than any team in the nation," said Petrucelli. "They will play twenty deep. We will not play twenty deep, but we will play fourteen or fifteen deep. Those kids are going to have to do a good job for us because I know that the North Carolina kids are going to do a good job."

This game is only the beginning, because on Saturday, Notre Dame faces No. 15 Duke.
YOUR HOROSCOPE
JEAN DEIXON

HAPPY BIRTHDAY: THE NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE... Financial issues will be high on your agenda. Build for the leaner by cutting avoidant expenditures. A new alliance or partnership might give you new opportunities. Always be ready to change, but only within your limits. A key financial decision must be made this year. A clear conscience. Your mind will be sharper.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Focus on the high means ahead. You will be rewarded for your efforts. A complicated legal matter is resolved. The decision is clear-cut.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Compartmentalizing your professional and personal life is a good idea. If you can do it. Yesterday's lessons will apply; the situation is unchanged.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): If seeking greater intellectual stimulation, attend lectures and seminars. Someone from your past could turn up. Warning: his intentions are not noble.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Focus on being especially productive during the afternoon and evening hours. Take the lead where a personal relationship is concerned.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Put a clever spin on operations, efforts will be supervised by your superiors. Expect far remuneration for your efforts. Children will not accept any attention from the adults they love.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Welcome a creative challenge! Physical activity is better than no activity. Focus on being productive. Look into the future, not the past. Share a hobby that does not cost a lot of money with your partner.


MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

YOUR PRODUCT LOOKS GOOD, BUT YOU CAN’T BE OUR SUPPLIER UNLESS YOUR COMPANY IS ISO 9000 CERTIFIED.

CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Garden chemical brand
2 Good times
3 Bub
4 Punice features
5 Grp. that sticks to its guns
6 Firekeeper Red
7 May it be found on a lot
8 1920 Douglases
9 Fairbanks role
10 Ethiopian prince
11 Slip
12 Blunder
13 Dancers’ earnings
21 Or 10 Down’s food, perhaps
31 It’s game
34 Post-production
35 S.S.N., s. e.
36 Repellent one
37 Fly in the tropics
38 Thru’s river
39 — dock
40 S.S.N.’s
41 Garden 2 &
42 A S.N.
43 Around
44 It follows directions
45 Moony
46 Kind of Majesty
47 Tricky curves
48 When Nancy cakes
51 From 2014
51 Permanent job
56 Jennifer, e. g.
61 Says it’s so

DOWN
1 Center of some theaters
2 Covert Garden feature
3 Violete
4 Guys
5 Workers’ watchdog grp.
6 Annuls
7 Intern papers
8 Saying
9 Essential knot-tying
10 Yorkshire terrier
11 Encyclopedia features
14 Flowing shrub
15 Daily 11. 1.1. Age
16 Sagna
17 Irish city
18 The Silent Partner
19 Playwright
20 Suffix with ranch
21 Persons — (welcome guest)
24 Shown
25 Head of Hall
26 Does out, with up
27 Lamp spirits
28 Slew
29 New Guinea city from which Earhart made her last flight
30 Undaired Daring
31 Armorial

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

You're doing great! Here are the answers to the previous crossword puzzle:

ACROSS
1. Garden chemical brand
2. Good times
3. Bub
4. Punice features
5. Grp. that sticks to its guns
6. Firekeeper Red
7. May it be found on a lot
8. 1920 Douglases
9. Fairbanks role
10. Ethiopian prince
11. Slip
12. Blunder
13. Dancers’ earnings
21. Or 10 Down’s food, perhaps
31. It’s game
34. Post-production
35. S.S.N., s. e.
36. Repellent one
37. Fly in the tropics
38. Thru’s river
39. — dock
40. S.S.N.’s
41. Garden 2 &
42. A S.N.
43. Around
44. It follows directions
45. Moony
46. Kind of Majesty
47. Tricky curves
48. When Nancy cakes
51. From 2014
51. Permanent job
56. Jennifer, e. g.
61. Says it’s so

DOWN
1. Center of some theaters
2. Covert Garden feature
3. Violete
4. Guys
5. Workers’ watchdog grp.
6. Annuls
7. Intern papers
8. Saying
9. Essential knot-tying
10. Yorkshire terrier
11. Encyclopedia features
14. Flowing shrub
15. Daily 11. 1.1. Age
16. Sagna
17. Irish city
18. The Silent Partner
19. Playwright
20. Suffix with ranch
21. Persons — (welcome guest)
24. Shown
25. Head of Hall
26. Does out, with up
27. Lamp spirits
28. Slew
29. New Guinea city from which Earhart made her last flight
30. Undaired Daring
31. Armorial

You did an excellent job! Keep up the good work!
Sophomore forward Monica Gerardo, the team's second-leading scorer, will have to go up against Staci Wilson of North Carolina. Their matchup is considered by many the key matchup of the game.

**Women's Soccer**

### 1 vs. 2: The Ultimate Midterm

Sophomore forward Monica Gerardo, the team's second-leading scorer, will have to go up against Staci Wilson of North Carolina. Their matchup is considered by many the key matchup of the game.

### Tar Heels, Blue Devils provide test for Irish

By KATHLEEN LOPEZ
Sport Writer

It is time for milestone season exams. And time for the second-ranked women's soccer team to review what they have learned.

The Irish are going to be put to the test against top-ranked North Carolina. Today in North Carolina, the second-ranked, defending national champion, Notre Dame, takes on the top-ranked women's soccer powerhouse, North Carolina. The Irish burst onto the scene a few years ago in 1988. From then, they have taken huge steps which eventually led them to the national championship last year. It is time for the Tar Heels to pass the test.

"Both of our teams are full of players that are real fierce competitors," said junior Holly Manthei. "And when you get two teams on the field that both have their sights set on going down first, you are going to get a tough 90 minute game. And when you have two teams like that, developing a rivalry just happens whether you want it to or not."

The Tar Heels can boast winning 12 national championships. They also had a second game winning streak until the Irish stopped with a decisive victory against the TarHeels in 1994.

Thus the rivalry began.

The team faced UNC later on that season and were defeated, 0-2. Last year, the Irish were handed yet another defeat in the regular season, 2-0. When the game counts the most, the Irish stepped up strong. Last year, the Irish were stunned North Carolina, 1-0, en route to claiming the national championship.

"We definitely have a history with this team," said senior captain Jen Ronca. "We are looking to ace their test, and gain some extra knowledge for the final."

There are several keys to ensuring a good grade. The Irish are looking to dominate the matchups on the field. One of the best will be Irish midfielder Manthei against Tar Heel sophomore Tiffany Roberts. Manthei and Roberts were integral players on the national team, so both are aware of each other's strengths. However, Roberts led the United States in winning the first ever Olympic gold medal, while Manthei did not. This is the chance that Manthei has been waiting for, she is out to prove herself to the National team.

There are several keys to ensuring a good grade. The Irish are looking to ace their test, and gain some extra knowledge for the final. Both know each other's strengths, so the contest will be tight.

---

**Volleyball**

### Irish open '96 conference play

By JOE CAVATO
Sport Writer

The Notre Dame volleyball team will return to a place that treated them kindly last year, the 1996 Big East Conference.

A year ago the Irish made their mark in their debut season as they won the Big East championship while not dropping a game. In fact, the squad did not drop a game until the Big East championship when Pittsburgh took the first set, before the Irish conquered the Panthers in convincing style (15-5, 15-7, 15-4).

Last season the newcomers dominated the conference title-11-0 in Big East play. In addition, ND amassed the best overall record and are they the only team currently ranked in the top 25. So, the Druers look to dominate action once again as the Big East coaches honored the Irish with the top ranking in the pre-season conference poll.

This weekend the defending Big East champs will host the Georgetown Hoyas this Friday at 7 p.m., and the Villanova Wildcats this Sunday at 2 p.m.

At 4-1 on the season, the Hoyas have relied on their middle players to carry the load. Against Notre Dame, they will be faced with the challenge of stopping Irish middle hitters.

The Irish, who are led by Alfredo Hernandez, have been hitting well this season, with Hernandez leading the team in kills.

---

**Baseball playoff recaps**

See page 19

**Men's soccer battles 'Case**

See page 20